
 

PLAYER:     KIM HA-SEONG  TEAM:   KIWOOM HEROES  #:  7  REPORT #:   1  INNINGS: 36  FV:   55 

 

POSITION:  SS  HT:  5’10  WT:  171  BAT:  R  THROW:  R  AGE:  24  DATE OF REPORT:  5/22/2020 
 

TOOLS  P  F  COMMENTS  APPROACH:   PULL  -   BALANCED   -   OPPO 

HIT  50  60 

++Bat speed, loud bat with slight uppercut that creates tons of torque w/ 
front shoulder coil during leg kick, explodes hips and hands through the 
zone. Hands stay very quiet.. Keeps hands inside the ball very well. Loose 
& comfortable in the box. Sees/hits LHP extremely well.  

STANCE:    SLIGHTLY OPEN,    SQUARE, 
CLOSED,      TALL,    BALANCED,    CROUCH, 
WIDE,   LOW HANDS,    HIGH HANDS, 
HANDS AWAY,    BAT ON SHOULDER  

RAW 
PWR 

50  60 
Strength potential.. Lofty swing. Loud, consistent hard contact into 
GAPS. Strong Pull PWR, Oppo more of a doubles hitter then big HR threat  

STRIDE:    NO STRIDE,    BIG LEG KICK, 
SMALL LEG KICK,   TOE TAP,   DIVES IN  
LOWER:    HIPS FIRE,  HIPS STIFF,      OFF 
FRONT FOOT,  + WEIGHT SHIFT  
FOOT DOWN:    EARLY,   ON TIME,   LATE   

GAME 
PWR  45  60 

PWR mostly to Pull side, shows oppo GAP PWR, with expected added 
strength will be able to more consistently drive ball deep to RF. 

PLATE 
DISC 

50  55 
Early in counts rarely will chase looking for mistake middle/in or FB up in 
zone, Consistently in 1-0 & 2-0 counts. With 2 strikes will get ancy and 
will expand zone low and away vs LHP CH and RHP SL/CB 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Athletic frame. 
Twitchy. Potential to add strength. Strong 
wrists. No glasses. No known injuries. Room 
for added strength.  

PITCH 
REC 

40  45 
Picks up LHP breaking balls/offspeed very early. Smart hitter who knows 
pitches plans of attack, Lays of pitches early in count, slight tendency to 
chase low/away with 2 strikes 

FIELD  55  55 
Moves feet well, soft hands, presents early. Quick feet/transfers up 
middle and on DPs.  

RANGE  60  60 
Average 1st step to his right, quicker to his left. Cuts off base hits behind 
2nd base bag. Strong coming on slow choppers/going back on fly balls 

STRENGTHS: +Bat to ball skills. +Bat speed 
that produces consistent ability to barrel balls. 
Bat is LOUD Patient approach early, + Range. 
Good instincts on DEF with +ARM. Gets into 
position early.  Live arm w/ good mechanics. + 
Athlete, energetic/active on the field, plays the 
game hard on both sides. 

ARM 
STR 

65  65 
Over the top release, live arm. Able to make all the throws the ball stays 
on plain from the hole and up middle on the run. 

ARM 
ACC 

45  50 
Erratic throws high and,wide.still makes the out usually, his target work 
for the catch, With improved mechanics and trusting his arm strength we 
should be able to be more consistent with throws  

RUN  55  45  Good mechanics, runs hard, 1st step out box slow, gets going quick 

STEAL  50  40 
Has been a strong base stealer year after year, gets good jumps, as he 
matures, adds some muscle/weight I see SBs dropping a good amount. 

WEAKNESSES: Arm can be slightly erratic at 
times, rushing his mechanics. Has a tendency 
to get ancy with 2 strikes, chase low/away 
Breaking balls. Speed will slightly decrease 
over the next 2-3 years, but be offset by a bump 
in weight/muscle and strength. 

BASERUN     
Haven’t seen much base-base work in games I have seen. Was quick 
2nd-HM day after injury. Good turns inside of bag, efficient routes 

ATHLETE  65  60 
+ Athlete, quick bursts of speed on field, twitchy, energetic, as he adds 
strength/muscle, possible for slight decline.  

 
RUN TIMES:  HM to 1st: 4.28 sec  HM to 2nd:   N/A  1st to 3rd:  N/A  SB 2nd:   N/A  1st to HM: N/A  2nd to HM: 7.5 sec 

 

REPORT SUMMATION:  Very smart hitter. Understand pitchers' plan of attack. Improved throwing mechanics, not rushing and trusting his arm  

strength will lead to more accurate throws. As he matures, I expect the Plate DISC to improve later in the count and not chase as much with 2  

strikes. Swing is EXTREMELY similar to Ronald Acuna Jr. From the setup, the leg kick, the finish, sounds off the bat,  it’s all there. Main position is  

SS, but more than capable of playing 3B or 2B full time if need be. LF is a possibility as well. Can start day 1 for most any big league team and be  

productive with the bat and defensively. A young, all around talent with a drive to be great and play in the big leagues.  

 

MLB COMP:  Cardinals SS Paul DeJong   ELIGIBLE TO BE POSTED:  2020  REPORT BY:  JAKE TILLINGHAST 

 



 
 


